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Chapter 2906

Issac nodded immediately and said excitedly: “Master, I understand what you mean,
that is, both parties must work together to fill each other’s shortcomings.”

“Yes.” Charlie said seriously: “You two, you must choose your most trusted subordinates
and let them practice martial arts with the He family. I will regularly give them some
blood relief pills to help them quickly improve their strength.”

The Blood Relief Pill is not worth mentioning to Charlie, but for ordinary people and
martial arts practitioners, the improvement effect is very obvious.

Charlie planned to select 40 to 50 people with potential and trust from Issac and Orvel’s
men, and let them practice martial arts, and then use some blood-saving heart-saving
pills for them to improve physical fitness and strength.

For forty to fifty people, there is no need for a blood-saving pill each time.

He only needs to dissolve four or five blood-saving heart-saving pills in the water, and
let them take it evenly to achieve good results.

In this way, every once in a while, they will use the Blood Rescue Pill to gradually help
them improve. With this within a year or half, they will be able to reach the level of a
two-star warrior or even a three-star warrior.

If you really have 40 or 50 three-star warriors under your hand, it is definitely a force
that cannot be underestimated. Pulling to Japan, you can easily wipe out a ninja family.

Moreover, there is Ruoli next to him. Now she is already the best among the three-star
warriors. If he helps her again, she will soon become a four-star warrior like her
grandfather.



Even in the near future, Charlie will be able to make her overtake Luther and become
the only five-star warrior in the country.

In this way, he would hand over the newly trained team and the warriors sent by the He
family to Ruoli for unified command. With her abilities, she would definitely be able to
maximize the capabilities of these people.

Charlie was accustomed to fighting alone before, but after experiencing so many things
and getting to know Hamid, he realized that no matter how strong the ability to fight
alone is, there are times when he can’t do it alone.

So, now is the best opportunity to completely change his mind and action strategy!

At that time, not only will the Japanese be shocked, but even if it is deployed to Europe
and America from a long distance, the combat effectiveness will not be a problem!

The Rothschild family is indeed very powerful. It has countless hidden assets and
private armaments all over the world.

However, if dozens of three-star warriors who are good at using thermal weapons are
airborne over their heads, the Rothschild family can not afford it!

Chapter 2907
When the sun sets and the sky is full of sunrays crossing the clouds, a Gulfstream
passenger plane, dressed in golden sunshine, landed at Aurous Hill Airport.

The eleven people who were sitting on the plane were sent by the He family this time,
including Luther and Roma.

When these people got off the plane, they were immediately arranged by Issac’s fleet
and dropped at the riverside villa that he had bought in advance.

This villa happened to be in the same villa area as the riverside villa of Melba’s father
Pollard, but the area of   this villa was much larger than that of Pollard’s.



Charlie actually has a bit of selfishness to arrange the He family here.

He hopes that the He family can also pay attention to the situation of the father and
daughter that is Pollard and Melba.

If any family members live here, if someone starts to attack them, it will be hard to come
over immediately for their rescue.

At this time, Charlie, Issac, and Orvel were already waiting in the villa.

When the team arrived, the sky hadn’t completely turned dark. Issac’s men took Luther,
Roma, and the other He family members into the yard, and Charlie also brought Issac
and Orvel to greet them.

When Roma saw Charlie, she respectfully said: “Hello, Master Wade!”

Charlie smiled slightly and said, “Ms. He, you don’t have to be so polite, just call me
Charlie from now on.”

“How can it be…” Luther on the side said in full bloom, “Young Master Wade is the
benefactor of the He family and the future master of the He family. The distinction of
respect and inferiority is still necessary!”

After that, he clasped his fists in his hands, bowed deeply, and said,

“Master Wade, here is Luther, the owner of the He family, thanks to the great kindness
and great kindness of Master, and no retribution. I will never hesitate to serve you ever!”

Chapter 2908
Charlie hurriedly stepped forward, raised his arms, and said seriously: “You don’t have
to be so formal, I am young, and I can’t bear such a gift from you.”

“What’s more, now my identity is still a secret in Aurous Hill. Most people only know that
I am a Feng Shui master, and don’t know that I am originally a member of the Wade
Family of Eastcliff.”



“If you call Master Wade Master Wade long and short all day long, it will easily reveal
my identity.”

“Why don’t you just call my name, my full name is Charlie Wade, Wade of the Wade
family.”

Luther was surprised, he hesitated for a while, and said: “This…this… We are so
favored by you as a mountain like a sea, how can we directly call your name just like
that.

If the ancestors know it, I am afraid that they will beat me in the leg and break it with the
blows!”

Orvel smiled and said: “Mr. He, you are just like us, in front of outsiders, call him Master
Wade! Anyway, his name is very famous in Aurous Hill!”

“Master Wade?” Luther repeated it subconsciously.

“Right!” Orvel said with a smile: “The real master of Dragon Leaf in the world, we
basically know that Aurous Hill really has a face and reputation.”

Luther nodded solemnly as soon as he heard this, arched his hands at Orvel, and said,
“Thank you for this brother’s suggestion. From now on, the Master will be called
Blessed Master Wade!”

Charlie’s head was big.

This group of people followed all the time and called him Master Wade, and he had
already had a headache hearing it.

But when he thinks about it, the title of Master Wade doesn’t matter. Anyway, he has
heard that a lot, and he is all numb.

So he smiled helplessly and said to Luther: “Since the old man insists, then I won’t say
more.”

Luther immediately clasped his fist and said: “Luther, I have seen Master Wade!”



As soon as these words came out, others in the He family followed suit.

Charlie nodded and said, “That’s it for these trivial matters. Let’s talk about serious
matters.”

After speaking, Charlie pointed to the villa in front of him, and said, “Mr. He, this villa is
prepared for you by me for your daily accommodation and cultivation.

The house is large and there are many rooms. The level is opened up and it is enough
for daily practice.

If you need any equipment, you can talk to Mr. Issac when the time comes, and let him
arrange someone to implement it for you when that time comes.”

Luther hurriedly said: “Master Wade, you are so polite. In fact, we can live in an ordinary
dormitory with ease. There is no requirement for living conditions.”

Chapter 2909
Charlie smiled and said, “I talked about cooperation with the He family, not to squeeze
the value of the He family, so you come all the way, and I won’t let you do this and that
all day long.”

“In the future, you still have to have plenty of time to enjoy life, especially to continue
practicing.

If I arrange dormitories for you and not arrange a training venue, it will basically kill your
room for future growth.”

Charlie’s words moved the He family very deeply.

They worked with the Su family before, but they didn’t have such good treatment.

In the Su family, they were just like the servants at home, on standby 24 hours a day.

Even if it’s bedtime, it’s a command anytime, anywhere, no matter what they were
doing, they must set off immediately.



Moreover, even in normal times, there are no holidays.

Most of them have their own objects of protection, so they basically have to stay in the
dark during the day to do their security work with due diligence, and there is no time to
strengthen their own practice.

Ruoli was originally the best seedling in the He family’s generation.

But because she is the illegitimate daughter of Zynn, and he needed a personal
bodyguard, so she started to be his bodyguard at the age of 18.

In the past few years as a bodyguard, her cultivation has almost stagnated, because
there is no time or space for her to practice well.

Therefore, Charlie prepared a villa for the He family to give them time to practice daily.

He also made it clear that they must continue to practice and continue to improve
themselves. This is indeed a world away from the Su family.

Charlie said again at this time: “My two subordinates, Mr. Issac and Orvel, each of them
has a lot of hard-hearted brothers in their hands, but these people have not been in
contact with martial arts, and the overall melee strength is relatively poor.

So in the future, I also need a lot of help from Mr. He and you, and spare a certain
amount of energy to help me train and improve them.”

When Luther heard this, he said without thinking: “Master Wade, don’t worry! You are
kind to me and the He family, so I will do this for you wholeheartedly!

My He family’s internal boxing method is not good. It’s incomplete, but it’s still very
practical for people who are just entering the industry.

I will pass on the He family’s internal boxing to them and try my best to improve their
strength!”

As soon as Luther said this, except for Roma, the other He family members were
shocked.



The words of the old man are tantamount to giving away the most precious and
invaluable things of the He family!

The He family’s internal boxing method, that is the biggest reliance of the He family for
hundreds of years!

Just giving it out will definitely have a huge impact on the He family in the future.

However, although everyone is worried, no one dared to put forward any meaning.

After all, after the eldest son Tom defected, the rest of the He family followed Luther
desperately. Although they didn’t understand his approach, they wouldn’t have any
rebellious intentions.

Roma knows Charlie’s strength and knows whether the He family can reach a higher
level in the future.

It all depends on him, so He family’s inner family boxing skills are not worth mentioning
in front of all this.

Moreover, this is also a way for her father to express his sincerity to Charlie on behalf of
the He family!

Chapter 2910
Charlie didn’t expect that Luther would face him, after two or three sentences, and
simply want to take out the inner boxing technique of the He family.

Moreover, based on his understanding of Ruoli, she would definitely not immediately
reveal in advance that he might give the He family a complete internal boxing technique
just because he gave her a mobile phone.

Therefore, it can be seen that Luther is not only grateful, but he can indeed make a
choice.

This is very rare.



From the feudal society to today, China has lost countless folk skills. The reason for the
loss is that many people who have mastered the skills cherish themselves. Even if they
take this skill into the grave, they are unwilling to pass it on to outsiders.

To a certain extent, this has indeed caused heavy losses to traditional folk culture and
skills in the course of thousands of years of development.

It’s like the inner family boxing technique that the ancestors of the He family got by
chance. If its previous owner could open it up, it wouldn’t end up being a fragmented
scroll.

Therefore, based on the old man’s attitude, Charlie’s first impression of him was very
good.

Therefore, he arched his hand at him and said seriously: “I can rest assured about this
matter with what Mr. He said.

I hope that Mr. He can train more middle and advanced players for me in the future.
There are also some retired special forces who are good at thermal weapons.

They have strong professional skills in thermal weapons, lurking, and tracking. If they
are interested in the He family, they can also learn more. Combining tradition and
modernity can achieve better Strong combat effectiveness.”

Hearing this, he said with excitement: “That’s really great! We actually had this idea a
long time ago, and we mentioned it to the Su family at the time, but the Su family owner
was very afraid that we would have too much. Mastering automatic weapons and
modern scientific equipment have never been allowed to us, so we have never found a
suitable opportunity.”

The control of modern weapons is extremely strict.

Although the bodyguards of the Su family and the Wade family have retired top special
forces, the weapons and equipment are indeed very sensitive. Without extremely
powerful abilities, it is impossible to solve them.


